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ABSTRACT: Manoeuvring models and real-time simulators are usual tools applied in channel and fairway
design, both in maritime ports and inland navigation. The active Incom WG141 “Design Guidelines for
Inland Waterways” is also considering this approach. Starting with a basic design (Conceptual Design)
supported by general guidelines and empirical data, the fairway can be optimized in a further stage
(Detailed Design) by using more precise formulae or even simulation models.
Nowadays, an additional aspect becomes more and more important in addition to layout and dimensions of
channels. There is a general tendency to characterize “safety and ease” levels of the fairway, both for the
present and future operation conditions (possibly new vessel types and sizes will use the fairway in a few
years time). A method for the evaluation of simulation runs will be described, together with several
application cases in rivers: approach to lock-gates and effect of cross currents.
1 INTRODUCTION
Manoeuvring models and real-time simulators
are usual tools applied in channel and fairway
design, both in maritime ports and inland navigation.
There are several outstanding references in PIANC
WGs, such as “Capability of Ship Manoeuvring
Simulation Models for Approach Channels and
Fairways in Harbours” (WG20 1992), “Joint PIANCIAPH Report on Approach Channels – A Guide for
Design” (WG30 1997) and “Harbour Approach
Channels – Design Guidelines” (WG121 2014).
The active Incom WG141 “Design Guidelines for
Inland Waterways” is also considering this
approach. Starting with a basic design (Conceptual
Design) supported by general guidelines and
empirical data, the fairway can be optimized in a
further stage (Detailed Design) by using more
precise formulae or even simulation models. This
becomes especially relevant in complicated cases.
The layout and dimensions of channels
(horizontal and vertical) are established applying
this procedure. But there is something which should
not be forgotten: the dimensions resulting from the
design process are linked to operation conditions
(water level, current fields, wind conditions, …) and
type of vessels intended to use the fairway, taking
into account their characteristics (propulsion and
steering).
Nowadays, an additional aspect becomes more
and more important. There is a general tendency to
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characterize “safety and ease” levels of the fairway,
both for the present and future operation conditions
(possibly new vessel types and sizes will use the
fairway in a few years time). A correct balance has
to be established between capital expenditures
(costs of construction of the channel) and operating
expense (costs of operation, closely related to
operational level of the channel). Depending on the
social and economic conditions at the region, Capex
might be limited and therefore operational limitations
will play a more relevant role.
Simulation becomes a very useful tool to analyze
and establish this equilibrium. A method for the
evaluation of simulation runs will be described,
together with several application cases in rivers:
approach to lock-gates and effect of cross currents.
In the approach to lock-gates, a systematic
analysis was developed trying to establish the
necessary minimum engine and bow-thruster power
for two kinds of vessels. Lock-gates with variable
dimensions and different flow conditions were
considered.
The effect of cross currents implies an additional
required navigation width in the reach of discharge
and inlet structures. Multiple cases were analyzed
for several variables: type of ship (Europe ship, big
inland cargo vessel, push-tow unit), draught (empty,
partially unloaded, fully loaded), keel clearance,
ship’s speed, distance to the cross current inducing
structure, cross current velocity).
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Fast-time simulations were executed for a large
number of scenarios, as they are cheaper and
faster, but real-time simulations were also
developed in a second stage in order to consider
human factor in the process. An evaluation method
was applied to all fast-time runs.
Several indices were defined based on a
Weighted Average Score along the track: a
Deviation Index (ID) takes into account deviation
from the optimal track as well as course error; a
Steering Index (IG) considers the amount of engine
rpm, thrusters rpm and rudder angle needed to
steer the vessel in the correct track; a Speed Index
(IV) evaluates speed components (ahead + lateral
drift + turning) in each case. A Total Index (IT) was
then defined as the product of all three previous
indices: ID * IG * IV.
Then, the results obtained in a number of realtime interactive runs allowed to accurately assess
the difficulty of the manoeuvre under different
conditions and establish tolerable thresholds. The
evaluation indices were then adjusted for the whole
range of manoeuvres to reflect this degree of
difficulty. With this procedure clear intervals were
obtained to characterize each scenario as “easy”,
“acceptable” or “unacceptable”. Even if this type of
analysis includes a large amount of local and
specific considerations, some basic guidelines can
be established.
2 SAFETY AND EASE APPROACH
2.1 Reasons to categorize ease quality
The differences in existing and recommended
waterway dimensions in national guidelines may be
caused by the fact that every waterway system, with
its specific features, forms its unique fleet from
which the accepted minimum dimensions of
waterway infrastructure can be derived. So, safety
and ease of navigation conditions are definitively
different from country to country or from waterway to
waterway. The safety of navigation should be
ensured in every case. WG 141 decided to
distinguish different ease categories. There are
several objective criteria why the waterway
dimensions should be chosen more generously,
e.g., if there is a great potential risk of loss of human
life in case of damages. Otherwise lower standards
may be acceptable in some cases too, e.g., if the
usable or possible ship speed is poor, as it is the
case in narrow canals.
Based on objective criteria, different ease
“categories”, “scores” or “qualities” are defined. The
aim is to give guidance in assessing the ease
conditions in a specific navigational situation –
called the “analysis case” or “reference case” – to
be able to compare it to another driving situation or
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to an aimed category. In addition the decision
makers must be supported with arguments to find
out an appropriate category for the “design case”.
2.2 Criteria to assign ease categories
Waterway dimensions depend on a large number
of influencing parameters, related to driving situation
and traffic, fairway geometry and physical
conditions, hydrology and weather, vessel
characteristics, speed, helmsman skills and
information systems. These have an effect also on
ease qualities. If there are uncertainties or risks to
be accounted for, the design should be more
generous.
On the opposite, good information systems or
strongly powered vessels can significantly reduce
necessary waterway dimensions. This can generally
be accounted for by the proposed Case by Case
Design, using usually ship handling simulators.
Larger waterway dimensions than usual should
be chosen in case of unforeseeable design risks. If
the amount of damages in case of accidents is high
(nearby buildings, quay walls, floating facilities or
vessel berths besides the fairway) every steering
error may cause a hazardous situation.
These may be caused especially by humanfactor-effects. A highly skilled, experienced and
attentive helmsman will lead to smaller acceptable
waterway dimensions. If he is poorly instructed,
distracted or stressed, more navigational space
seems to be required.
Three “rating groups” have been defined to find
out appropriate ease categories. The first rating
group involves waterway related criteria, vessel
characteristics and personnel skills. A second rating
group looks at the vessel speed. The third rating
group accounts for the traffic density.
2.3 Designation of ease categories
WG 141 decided to define three ease scores:
A: nearly unrestricted drive
B: moderate restricted drive
C: strongly restricted drive
The upper end (A) means all possible ships,
even those poorly equipped, can sail without
interacting with each other and where also poorly
trained helmsman can sail safe in the area
considered. The lower end (C) implies very
restricted conditions, forcing the helmsman to steer
at strongly reduced speed, as during entry into locks
or manoeuvring inside a harbour.
WG 141 Report describes the criteria in detail
and explains how to use them with some examples.
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realistic results can be obtained, including most of
the relevant factors in real manoeuvres. Therefore,
it is specially convenient when detailed analysis of
complex manoeuvring scenarios is aimed at.
The approach and entry manoeuvre to a lock
gate under severe variable water flow conditions, for
instance, is a continuous process of perceptiondecision making for vessel steering and verification
of the control actions. The same applies for
changing flow conditions or passing a narrow
bridge.
This involves estimation of ship position and
speed, as well as use of engine power, rudder and
thruster in a very restricted environment. Simulator
manoeuvres become very close to real
manoeuvres, so access limits and risks can be
better assessed.
In this case, the manoeuvring conditions can be
better evaluated by an experienced skipper
incorporating all his/her experience and perception.
The limitation in this case is the high cost of
using this type of systems, from collecting a very
complete information of all relevant factors and
building
a
reliable
virtual
model
(visual
representation included) to developing long hours of
simulation in real-time conditions.
Some indications are presented in the examples
to use these tools properly in the optimal phase of te
aanalysis.
3.4 Proposed evaluation method
The results of the simulations go through an
evaluation procedure. The time series obtained from
the simulation runs are analyzed for several relevant
variables. A score is assigned to each manoeuvre
variable according to predetermined criteria that
penalize the degree of difficulty.
Several difficulty indices are considered: steering
index (IG), deviation index (ID) and speed index
(IV), and these are combined in a total index (IT).
The weighted average of these indices is
computed during the manoeuvre for each scenario.
This procedure is thus an objective manner of
comparing one manoeuvre with another.
The Steering Index evaluates rudder angle,
engine rpm and thruster rpm, that is how much
steering capacity should be applied to safely
navigate in each particular condition.
In the case of the rudder the difficulty is
considered small for limited angles. Intermediate
rudder angles mean more control is required. If
maximum rudder is being used there is no room for
additional actions, so maximum penalty is applied.
The same applies for side thrusters.
For the engines the criterium is that the difficulty
is small up to slow ahead (1 point). Between slow
ahead and half ahead, engine use is more than
SMART RIVERS 2015 (www.pianc.org.ar/sr2015)

normal (2 points) and above half ahead, maximum
score is assigned (3). In fact, percentage of
propulsion power can be used as well.
The Deviation Index accounts for vessel
deviation from desired position (track deviation and
course error). For instance, if the track deviation due
to current causes the distance of the vessel to the
walls of the lock to be very short with a risk to collide
the score will be maximum (3 points). 1 point is
given is safe distances are kept all along the
manoeuvre. For course error a similar criteria was
selected, based on deviation from lock or channel
axis or resulting distance to the lock walls.
So, the deviation index is the summation of the
track deviation and the course error.
The Speed Index reflects the speed level at
which the vessel navigates down the river. It may
take into account three velocity components: ahead,
lateral and turning speed. Itis important in some
cases as it is closely related to risk damage in case
of grounding or colliding.
With this information an objective indicator of
difficulty can be assigned to each manoeuvre.
Navigation down the river was evaluated starting
200 m before the lock entry and until the end of the
track, i.e. from the point where the ship experiments
the transverse component of the current.
Total Index comes as result of the multiplication
of the three indexes (ID*IG*IV). In this way, it is
possible to discriminate different situations, such as
when the vessel enters into a lock at high speed but
under control and when it goes slow but without
control.
After applying the evaluation criteria it is possible
to rank the different scenarios in terms of difficulty. It
is then possible to compare one with each other and
see how the different parameters (vessel size,
propulsion power, thruster power, current intensity,
etc.) influence the development of the manoeuvre in
relation to the layout and dimensions of the channel,
lock or harbour.
As stated, the next step is trying to define where
are the tolerable thresholds for acceptable
manoeuvres, that is, the ease levels as defined by
WG 141. The comparison of the new design cases
with well established reference cases using the
same evaluation criteria is a good option.
If a reference case is not available with sufficient
information or relevant parameters are not properly
considered, there is anotehr option:
The comparison can be done, for instance, by
checking a limited number of cases in a real-time
manoeuvring simulator, even if only a very simple
visual model is built, but correct in terms of shallow
water effects, current field, bank suction and vessel
behaviour. Real-time simulation allows professional
skippers to participate and provide their experience
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and opinion based on a very reliable execution of
manoeuvres in situations close to reality. Therefore,
a kind of “reference case” can be built this way.
The results are usually quite coherent if proper
simulation systems and models are used together
with a correct working methodology. Still a “red line”
is usually not considered, but a “grey area” were
things become progressively more difficult, in
accordaance with the A-B-C scoring system
described.
A couple of cases follow describing applications
of this method in real projects.

bow thruster power. This system reproduces the
behaviour of a specific vessel during navigation and
manoeuvring. The system takes into account the
environmental forces (wind, current, waves, limited
depth, bank suction, etc.). The Captain or Pilot
commands a bridge with real instruments and
synthetic radar. The movement of the ship is
perceived in real-time on a 260º wide screen, 12 m
in diameter, together with ambient sound.

4 CASE 1: APPROACH TO LOCK-GATES
4.1 General description
In response to the request from Bundesanstalt
für Wasserbau (BAW, Germany), Siport21 (Spain)
conducted a parametric simulation study for the
approach of inland vessels to lock-gates. The aim of
the study was the analysis and evaluation of the
approach of vessels to the lock-gate taking into
account ship dimensions and power (engine and
bow thruster), lock-harbour length and width and
flow velocity. In particular, the necessary minimum
engine power and bow thruster power for a safe
approach under variable flow velocities was
estimated.
The access of two types of vessels to the lock
harbours under different flow conditions were
simulated using SHIPMA, a numerical autopilot
model for ship manoeuvring developed by Delft
Hydraulics and MARIN (The Netherlands). The
mathematical model computes the track and course
angle of a vessel, taking into account the influence
of wind, waves, currents, current gradient, shallow
water and bank suction. SHIPMA is a “fast-time”
autopilot manoeuvring model, different from a realtime bridge simulator. Rudder, engine and bowthruster control is done by a track-keeping autopilot
that anticipates deviations from the desired track.

Figure 2: Typical SHIPMA layout
Siport21’s real-time ship manoeuvre simulator,
developed by MARIN-MSCN (The Netherlands) was
also used to evaluate certain manoeuvring
scenarios and establish the recommended minimum
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Figure 3: Siport21 Simulation Centre
The simulation program covered two inland
vessel types, GMS (Class V) and a Push-tow Unit
(Class Vb) with variable bow thruster power,
entering lock harbours of variable geometry (length
and width), for three different flow velocities. Typical
structures and flow conditions in Main river were
taken as a reference to build the parametric cases.

Figure 4: Lock dimensions. Plan view
The engine power for the GMS (98.4x11.4x2.7
m) was selected 500 kW as a reference low value
for this kind of vessels, which can usually avail up to
750-800 kW. Then, the effect of the bow thruster
can better be evaluated. Some trials were done for
650 kW engine power under the most demanding
flow velocity. For the push-tow unit (184.0x11.4x2.7
m), the engine power was 800 kW, again a
reference low value. The range of bow thruster
power went from 50 kW (extremely low value) to
300 kW (a rather high power) using steps of 50 kW
in order to analyze the steering requirements in
detail. Vessel draught analyzed was 2.7 m in both
cases.
The reference flow velocities considered were
0.60 m/s, 1.15 m/s and 1.70 m/s (1.0 m/s, 1.9 m/s
and 2.8 m/s maximum values at some 200 m before
the lock respectively). However, inside the lock the
water is still and therefore there is a sharp gradient
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in the velocity and direction of the current, which
flows out of the lock on the port side. This gradient
severely increases the difficulty of approach
manoeuvres at the entrance to the locks.

Figure 5: Flow distribution close to the lock
Therefore, the final number of scenarios to
consider was 72 (3 waterlevels, 2 vessels, 6 levels
of bow-thruster power and 2 lock widths). Not all of
them were simulated. All in all, 52 manoeuvres were
analyzed with Shipma model and 19 manoeuvres
were executed in the real-time ship manoeuvring
simulator.
Eventual wave and wind action were neglected in
the weather scenarios as being irrelevant. However,
the vessels navigate close to the bank, where the
suction effects are considerable and therefore these
were considered in all scenarios.
4.2 Description of the manoeuvres and results
The simulated manoeuvres started 2000 m from
the entrance to the lock, engines at half speed
ahead (some11-13-15 km/h, depending on the
current), the vessel sailing downstream, moving
towards the center of the lock harbour.
The track moves then close to the right bank. So,
the vessels must make two slight turns (first to
starboard and after several lengths a new turn to
port, both of them with large radius (5L)).
The speed must be reduced to about 8-10-12
km/h (depending on the current velocity) in order to
line up with the lock axis under safe conditions.

In SHIPMA simulations, the strategy applied to
stop the vessel inside the lock consisted of using
half power astern when the center of the vessels
was just in the entry of the lock. The speed at this
point was some 4 km/h over water (6 km/h with 0.60
m/s current level, 8 km/h with 1.15 m/s and 10 km/h
with 1.70 m/s).
The bow thruster was used to compensate lateral
drift caused by current and bank-suction. In order to
establish the recommended minimum power of the
bow thruster different power levels were considered.
The stopping distance was taken into account as
well. It is considered as the distance from the point
where main engines give power astern to the point
where the speed over the water is zero (as the ship
stops inside the lock, the speed over the water
coincides with the speed over the ground).
4.3 General conclusions
Based on the simulated manoeuvres, the
following conclusions were drawn:
- The transverse component of current in the area
immediately in front of the lock and its significant
longitudinal gradient causes important lateral
drift forces and turning moment on the vessels
in the final stages of manoeuvre. Initially the
bow, which is subject to the highest lateral
current, veers to port. If this effect is not
anticipated and starboard rudder is applied to
correct the movement, it will be the stern that
drifts to port. In this case it would encounter
even greater lateral current and there will be a
risk of the vessel slewing sideways in front of
the lock.
- Therefore these are complicated manoeuvres
which require great accuracy and a need to
anticipate current effects. This requirement
highly increases with the strength of the current.
However, in all circumstances the manoeuvres
must be carried out with extreme caution, paying
maximum attention during the entire approach to
the lock (especially for 1.15 and 1.70 m/s).
- Once the left wall of the lock is passed, the
current loses nearly all its strength and this
allows vessels to come to a stop in the sheltered
area.
4.4 Evaluation criteria
The evaluation criteria applied in this case are
presented in the following table:

Figure 6: Vessel track entering the lock
under the effect of current
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field, bank
behaviour.

suction

and

vessel

hydrodynamic

Figure 9: Real-time simulation

Figure 7: Evaluation criteria applied
After applying the evaluation criteria all different
scenarios were ranked in terms of difficulty. It was
then possible to compare one with each other and
see how the different parameters (vessel size,
propulsion power, thruster power, current intensity,
etc.) influence the development of the manoeuvre in
relation to the layout and dimensions of the lock.

Some 16 different scenarios were tested in the
simulator, extracted from the total number analyzed
with Shipma, in order to get some “reference points”
to fix the limit of acceptable conditions. The results
were quite coherent, but still a “red line” was not
considered, but a “grey area” were things become
progressively
more
difficult.
The
decision
acceptable-non acceptable was based on the opinio
of an expert Captain taking into account the
controllability of the ship and the conditions in which
the lock was reached (speed, alignment, etc.).

Figure 10: Ranking of scenarios (push-tow unit) and
thresholds (grey area)
Figure 8: Ranking of scenarios and simulator runs
The next step is trying to define where are the
tolerable thresholds for acceptable manoeuvres,
that is, the operational limits or the ease levels as
defined by WG 141, compared with reference
cases.
This was done by checking a limited number of
cases in Siport21 real-time manoeuvring simulator,
even if only a very simple visual model was built, but
correct in terms of shallow water effects, current
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The results obtained allowed to accurately
assess the difficulty of the approach to the lock
under different conditions and establish tolerable
thresholds. The evaluation procedure was
translated into access rules for different types of
ships equipped with variable power thrusters,
depending o the flow conditions in the river.
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5 CASE 2: ADDITIONAL NAVIGATION WIDTH
PASSING A CROSS CURRENT FIELD

The inlet/outlet structure was located at right angles
to the channel axis in all cases.

5.1 General description
Siport21 (Spain) conducted a set of manoeuvring
simulation studies for the analysis of the additional
navigation width required for inland vessels passing
a cross current field from an inlet or outlet structure
with different boundary conditions. Bundesanstalt
für Wasserbau (BAW, Germany) asked for such
parametric analysis.
In this case, real-time simulations were
developed first, followed by several sets of fast-time
simulations using SHIPMA model, in order to cover
additional variables.
The following parameters were considered:
- Type of inland vessel:
o Europe
ship
(ES)
Class
IV
(98.4x11.4x2.7 m)
o Large Motor Ship (GMS) Class V
(98.4x11.4x2.7/1.6 m)
o Push Tow Unit Convoy (SV) Class Vb
((110+75) x 11.4 x 2.8 m)
- Ship draught
- Water depth
- Ship speed
- Width of the inlet structure
- Distance to the cross current inducing structure
- Main current
- Cross current field
- Driving direction (upstream-downstream)

Figure 12: Flow distribution
(no main current – wide/narrow outlet)

Figure 13: Flow distribution
(main current + wide outlet)
The initial simulation program covered 22
manoeuvring scenarios, obtained by combining the
previous parameters. 68 additional runs were
developed afterwards using the manoeuvring
numerical model SHIPMA.
5.2 Description of the manoeuvres and results

Figure 11: Siport21 Full Mission Simulator
The analysis of cross current effects was carried
out in a generic straight channel 100 m wide and
1500 m long. Upstream and downstream runs were
executed, trying to keep a 4 m parallel distance from
the side of the vessel to the bank in most cases.
However, 10 m and 20 m distance to the bank were
also tested.
Eight different current fields were considered for
the manoeuvres, combining main current in the
channel (0.0, 0.5 and 1.5 m//s), inlet/outlet width (1,
10, 20 and 100 m) and cross current velocity (0.5,
1.0 and 2.0 m/s). The flow pattern in the area of the
channel in the reach of the outlet structure was
provided by Bundesanstalt für Wasserbau (BAW).
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The manoeuvring strategy consisted on trying to
keep the vessel at the required distance from the
bank using all the manoeuvre means on board. So,
once the vessel received the cross flow, the skipper
tried to recover the initial position using rudder and
bow thruster, when available (rpm of both engines
was kept constant during the whole run).

Figure 14: Vessel track under the effect of cross
current (moderate case)
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properly fit with the results from the Real Time
Simulator.
5.3 General conclusions

Figure 15: Vessel track under the effect of cross
current (very demanding case)
Following BAW requirements, the following
characteristic variables were recorded and
presented as distance related series (referred to the
inlet position):
- Ship position (x - axis)
- Side shift at bow and tail
- Yaw angle
- Engine power used
- Ship speed over ground and relative to water
- Rudder angle and rudder force
- Current forces and moments
These were considered to be the critical values
for evaluation.

After applying the evaluation criteria all different
scenarios were ranked in terms of difficulty. They
were compared with each other and the most
relevant parameters were clearly identified.
Based on the results of the simulated
manoeuvres, the following conclusions were drawn:
 The bigger the distance to the bank, the
higher the ship deviations
 The wider the outlet flow, the higher the ship
deviations
 The bigger the cross current intensity, the
higher the ship deviations
 The higher the ship speed, the smaller the
ship deviations
 The use of bow thruster helps to reduce the
ship deviations. The power of the bow
thruster also affects the reduction
 The higher the longitudinal current
component, the higher the ship deviations
 The depth of the area has also an influence
on the deviation. In this way, the deeper
areas, the smaller the ship deviations
 Driving upstream causes more deviations on
the desired track than driving downstream
 Finally, the smaller vessel showed higher
deviations during the simulations
The results obtained allowed to accurately
assess each situation and were used to define
specific design guidelines for such conditions, in
combination with scale model tests.
6 CONCLUSION

Figure 16: Real-time simulation

Figure 17: Real-time simulation
Results obtained with SHIPMA showed the same
trends that those from the Real-Time Simulator. The
differences between maximum and minimum values
were not very large. Therefore, it can be concluded
that the simulations carried out with SHIPMA
SMART RIVERS 2015 (www.pianc.org.ar/sr2015)

The active Incom WG141 “Design Guidelines for
Inland Waterways” is reviewing existing guidelines
in several countries. Discrepancies in existing and
recommended waterway dimensions may be
caused by the fact that every waterway system has
specific operation conditions. Safety and ease
conditions for navigation are definitively different
from country to country or from waterway to
waterway.
The dimensions resulting from the design
process (channel width and depth, bend
dimensions, bridge passages, lock approaches,
harbours, turning areas, etc.) are linked to operation
conditions and type of vessels intended to use the
fairway. Safety …………….
Conceptual Design (supported by general
guidelines and empirical data) and Detailed Design
(which allows fairway optimization in a further stage
by using more precise formulae or even simulation
models) should consider this approach.
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WG 141 decided to define three ease scores for
inland fairways:
A: nearly unrestricted drive
B: moderate restricted drive
C: strongly restricted drive
The upper end (A) means all possible ships,
even those poorly equipped, can sail without
interacting with each other and where also poorly
trained helmsman can sail safe in the area
considered. The lower end (C) implies very
restricted conditions, forcing the helmsman to steer
at strongly reduced speed, as during entry into locks
or manoeuvring inside a harbour.
Three “rating groups” are the basis to assign
appropriate ease categories. The first rating group
involves
waterway
related
criteria,
vessel
characteristics and personnel skills. A second rating
group looks at the vessel speed. The third rating
group accounts for the traffic density.
WG 141 Report describes the criteria in detail
and explains how to use them with some examples.
It is agreed that fixing objective absolute criteria
to characterize inland fairways operation levels
(related to ease categories as already stated) is a
very difficult task. Therefore, comparative approach
is recommended for the assessment of safety and
ease of navigation in a design process. The
suggested method is to compare two variants with
each other, basically one of the decisive “design
cases” with a corresponding well-known “reference
case”.
Manoeuvring models and real-time simulators
are usually applied in channel and fairway design,
both in maritime ports and inland navigation.
Simulation becomes a very useful tool to analyze
and establish the ease level. A method for the
evaluation of simulation runs has been described,
together with application cases in rivers: approach
to lock-gates and effect of cross currents
Indices are defined based on a Weighted
Average Score of relevant manoeuvre variables
along the track: a Deviation Index (ID) takes into
account deviation from the optimal track as well as
course error; a Steering Index (IG) considers the
amount of engine rpm, thrusters rpm and rudder
angle needed to steer the vessel in the correct
track; a Speed Index (IV) evaluates speed
components (ahead + lateral drift + turning) in each
case. A Total Index (IT) is then defined as the
combination of all three previous indices.
Applying the evaluation criteria different design
scenarios can be clearly ranked in terms of difficulty.
It is then possible to compare one with each other
and see how the different parameters (vessel size,
propulsion power, thruster power, current intensity,
etc.) influence the development of the manoeuvres
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in relation to the layout and dimensions of the
fairway.
The comparison of these results with reference
situations or real-time interactive runs (where
experienced skippers can provide a sound
evaluation) allow to accurately assess the difficulty
of the manoeuvre under different conditions and
establish tolerable thresholds.
It must be emphasized that some basic
guidelines can be established even if this type of
analysis includes a large amount of local and
specific considerations.
Nowadays, an additional aspect becomes more
and more important. “Safety and ease” levels should
be considered both for the present and future
operation conditions (possibly new vessel types and
sizes will use the fairway in a few years time). A
correct balance has to be established between
capital expenditures (costs of construction of the
channel or river structure) and operating expense
(costs of operation, closely related to operational
level of the channel). Depending on the social and
economic conditions at the region, Capex might be
limited and therefore operational limitations will play
a more relevant role.
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